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Stock Prices and Bank lending Behavior
in Japan
Bank lending has been unusually sluggish in
Japan since its economy entered the latest eco-
nomic downswing. Loan growth averaged only
3.6 percent annually between February 1991 and
May 1993. In contrast, in the three previous re-
cessions Japan experienced since 1977, loan
growth averaged nearly 11 percent. A similar
slowdown is apparent in real loan growth.
While the reasons for the recent sluggish credit
growth in Japan are not yet fully understood, the
timing is suggestive: the credit slowdown fol-
lowed a steep decline in the Nikkei stock price
index, which fell to half of its 1989 peak. Stock
market performance may affect bank credit in
Japan in part because Japanese banks, unlike
U.s. banks, hold equity. This Weekly Letter dis-
cusses a recent study (Kim and Moreno 1994)
that examines regulatory developments that are
likely to have strengthened the relationship be-
tween stock prices and bank lending in Japan.
The study also finds thatstock price movements
have accounted for a large proportion of the fluc-
tuations in bank lending in Japan in recent years.
How stock prices may affect bank lending
Changes in stock prices may influence bank
lending in two ways. First, stock price fluctu-
ations may affect loan demand by signaling
changes in economic activity. For example, the
decline in stock prices in Japan after 1989 may
reflect contractionary influences that lowered
loan demand, such as the decline in corporate
capital spending triggered by the slump in final
demand, poor corporate earnings, and excess
capacity. Loan demand in the recent downturn
may have been further weakened by the need to
rollover large amounts ofequity-linked bonds
that Japanese firms issued in the late 1980s and
by sharp declines in land prices.
Second, stock price fluctuations may affect loan
supply by affecting the capital position of banks.
Although the book value of capital is unaffected
by stock price fluctuations, the market value of
bank equity, which is affected bystock price
fluctuations, can playa significant role inbank
lending. For example, a bank with substantial
unrealized (off-balance sheet) capital gains will
be able to write off larger amounts of loan losses
by realizing the gains. Such off-balance sheet ef-
fects on lending may be particularly important in
Japan because banks hold significant amounts of
corporate shares. (In 1991, financial institutions
held close to 45 percent of corporate shares, of
which about half is estimated to have been held
by banks.) These shareholdings can be thought of
as a form of capital, as they can provide a buffer
against insolvency in case of loan default. For any
given book capital position, banks with more un-
realized capital gains, or "hidden reserves:' may
lend more freely. Conversely, a significant decline
in stock prices would make banks more reluctant
to lend. Other things equal, we would expect a
positive relationship between stock prices and
bank lending when banks hold corporate shares.
The effects of regulation
Financial regulators can affect the extent to
which stock prices affect bank lending. Until the
early to mid-1980s, the regulatory environment
dampened any relationship between stock prices
and lending in Japan. Up to that time bank credit
was heavily influenced by Bank ofJapan (BOJ)
credit guidelines (or "window guidance"), which
limited banks' ability to adjust lending in re-
sponse to market conditions or their capital posi-
tions. Moreover, banks had little incentive to pay
attention to their capital positions. One reason
is that the government tended to cushion banks
from adverse shocks related to govemment sanc-
tioned credit. Another reason is that Japanese
banks were not subject to explicit capital ade-
quacy requirements until the 1980s. Under these
conditions, stock prices would be expected to
have little influence on bank lending.
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These conditions changed in the 1980s. First, the
BOj deemphasized credit guidelines and gave
japanese banks more leeway in making loan deci-
sions. Second, japanese banks that were expand-
ing their international operations were pressed to
strengthen their capital positions, partly to im-
prove their competitive stance vis-a-vis banks in
the U.S., which had adopted more stringent capi-
tal guidelines, and partly in response to mount-
ing concern among many nations to harmonize
capital adequacy requirements. This concern led
to the Basle Accord, which set risk-adjusted cap-
ital standards and which japan and other indus-
trial countries adopted formally in july 1988.
growing emphasis on capital adequacy) may
have affected the relationship between stock
prices and bank lending.
Figure 1 illustrates that, as expected, bank lend-
ing in japan rose in response to increases in
stock prices. However, the magnitude of the re-
sponse of loans to changes in the Nikkei is much
smaller in the first period than in the second pe-
riod, suggesting that the effect of stock prices on
bank lending only became significant starting in
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An increase in the impact of stock prices on
bank lending is also suggested by two tests of
predictive ability. First, the equation for bank
lending in the VAR model suggests that stock
priceswere a poor predictor of bank lending in
the first sample and a significant predictor (at the
1 percent level) in the second sample. Second, a
decomposition of the variance of the forecast
error of lending at various forecast horizons in-
dicates that at a two-year horizon, changes in
the stock index accountfor about 1 percent ofthe
variance ofthe forecast error of lending in the first
sample period and 28 percent in the second
sample.
To satisfy the Basle Accord, banks had to achieve
risk-adjusted capital-to-asset ratios of 8 percent,
in two tiers, by 1993. Up to 45 percent of unre-
alized gains on equity holding could count as
Tier II capital. In anticipation of these rules, it is
possible that in the second half of the 1980s,
rapidly rising stoc~ :prices fueled lending to a
greater extent than if banks could not hold cor-
porate shares. The subsequent decline in stock
prices may have put the capital of some japanese
banks near the regulatory floor, thus constraining
their loan supply. One indicator that this effect
may have been important is the strong contrac-
tion in hidden reserves (reflecting unrealized
capital gains) of city, long-term credit and trust
banks, from a combined total of ¥55.4 trillion in
March 1989 to ¥14.6 trillion in September 1992.
To address these questions, we estimated a small
vector autoregression (VAR) model of the Jap-
anese economy consisting of the Nikkei stock
average, bank loans, industrial production, con-
sumer price index, and the call money rate over
two subsamples, 1970.1-1983.12 and 1984.1-
1993.5. The lastthree variables are included to
control for macroeconomic cyclical factors other
than stock prices that might affect bank lending.
The sample was split to see how changes in
japan's regulatory environment (specifically, the
Empirical evidence
The preceding discussion poses a number of
questions for empirical analysis. First, does jap-
anese bank lending increase in response to an
increase in stock prices? Second, did the effect
of stock prices on bank lending increase in the
1980s, following the change in the regulatory en-
vironment? Third, have fluctuations in the Nikkei
contributed to recent fluctuations in bank loan










have accounted for a large proportion ofthese
errors since 1987, and in particular, they help
explain the recent episode of sluggish growth
in lending in japan.
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Conclusion
Stock market fluctuations appear to have contrib-
uted significantly to fluctuations in bank lending
in japan in recent years. While the techniques
discussed in this Letter do not directly isolate the
effects of stock prices on loan demand and sup-
ply, stock prices appear to exert an influence on
japanese bank lending after a significant change
in the regulatory regime in the 1980s that placed
greater emphasis on the capital position of banks.
This suggests that the effect of changes in stock
prices on japanese bank lending at least partly
reflects the impact on loan supply. Specifically,
the unexpectedly steep decline in stock prices
appears to have made this new regulatory con-
straint binding, or at least ofconcern, for japanese
banks during the current economic downturn.
However, because of the wide variety of contrac-
tionary influences affectingthe japanese economy,
we cannot entirely rule out sluggish demand as
an important contributor to the recent marked






the forecast error in lending at a two year hori-
zon, and estimate the contribution of changes in
each of the variables of the model to this forecast
error. A large forecast error means that lending
was unexpectedly large or small, given the infor-
mation available at the time the forecast was
being made.
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As illustrated in Figure 2, positive forecast errors
in lending (reflecting unusually robust lending)
occurred up to late 1987 and in 1990, and nega-
tive forecast errors (indicating unusually weak
lending) occurred in 1988-89 and 1991-92. As
illustrated in the Figure, changes in the Nikkei
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